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FOR LOCALIZED SOLUTIONS OF THE 
SIXTH-ORDER GENERALIZED BOUSSINESQ EQUATION 

M. A. C lllllST OU AND C. I. Cl! RISTOV 

ADSTHACT . A co mplete orthouorrn al system of fu nct ions in 1~ 2 ( -oo, oo) is used 
. as a bas is function in a Fourier-Galerkin spectral technique for computing local
ized solutions. T he Sixth-O rder Ccuerali zed 13ouss iuesq Equat ion is featured 
whose so lut ions comprise monotone shapes (sech-es) and damped oscillatory 
siJ apes ( K awahara solitons). Localized so lutions arc obtai ned here uurncricall 
and shown to agree quantitati vely very well to the known analy t ical and/or 
numerical ones. T he rate of convergence and truncation error arc thoroughly 
examined. 

1. Introduction. In the recent years a number of physical problems have fre
quently led to boundary value problems in infinite domains. These a rc the cases 
when no bounda ry conditions are spec ified a t certain poin ts, bu t ra ther the solu
tion is requi red to possess a summable squa re over t he infinite domain . T hen the 
solution is said to belong to the L 2

( -oo, oo) space. A typical example is furnished 
by the soli ton solu t ions of different nonlinear evolu t ion equat ions or genera li zed 
wave equatio 11.~. Difference and FEM numerical methods a re faced wi th formidable 
difficul t ies wlwn a pplied to problems in L 2 ( -oo, oo). It suffi ces to mention the in
evita ble reduci ng of t he infinite interval to a fini te one which introduces a rt ific ia l 
eigenvalue problems the latter being irrelevant to the origina l infinite domain . It 
can happen tha t each of the finite-domain approximations has only a tri via l solu
t ion, while the original problem possesses a nont rivia l one or vice versa. Sometimes, 
the finite-domain problem has a solution only for some denumerable se t of intervals 
of its characteristi c length. 

One of the ways to surmount these difficulties is to use a spectra l method wi th 
basis sys tem of localized functions which a utomatically acknowledge the L 2 

( -oo, oo) 
condition. 

From the known spectral techniques we choose the Galerkin method (for the col
location arid /o r ta u-method see, e .g., [6, 3]) . The Galerkin method has the advan
tage of simplicity of the implementation in comparison with the spectra l collocation 
method or tau-method. This turns out to be crucia l for t he construction of fast a nd 
efficient numerical a lgorithms. The only problem is t ha t a Galerkin techniques re
quire explicit formulas expressing the products of members of the CON system in to 
series with respect to the system. For instance, the Hermite fun ctions and Laguerre 
functions do not possess that kind of explicit rela tion . The first system for which 
a product formula was derived was proposed in [8]. A Galerkin t echnique based 
on the said system was developed in [11] and applied to KdV and KS equa tions 
with quadratic nonlinearity. It has been recent ly applied to 20 problems in [10]. 
Recently the technique has been ex tended to equa tions with cubic nonlinearity [7] . 
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In a sequence of papers Boyd [2 , 4] showed a general way of constructing CON 
systems in £ 2( -oo, oo) by means of coordinate transformation to finite interval and 
use of Chebishev polynomials (see [3] for references). In the present paper we fur
ther develop the technique with application to higher-order equations and/or for 
solitary waves with oscillatory shapes. 

2. Posing the problem. Consider the Sixth-Order Generalized Boussinesq Equa
tion (6GBE) which was treated in [12] : 

Utt = -y
2

Uxx + (u
2

)xx + fJuxxxx + <5Uxxxxxx · (1) 

From physical considerations one shows that the sixth-order dispersion coefficient 
is a lways positive <5 > 0. Without loss of generality we set <5 = 1. The coefficient 
(J of the fourth-order derivative can adopt an a rbitrary value (positive, negative, 
or zero) . The case (J = 0 is thoroughly investigated theoretically in [5]. Fourier
Galerkin numerical scheme for (J = 0 is developed in [1] . For this reason we will 
limit ourselves in the present work to the cases (J = ±1. 

For the localized solution one has the the following condition which plays the 
role of a boundary condition, 

l: u 2 (x; t)dx < oo. (2) 

We consider the stationary waves in the moving frame t, = x- ct. Then (2) yields 
the asymptotic b.c., namely 

u(nl(t,x)~O, for t.~±oo, n = 0,1, ... (3) 

After integrating (1) twice, and acknowledging the asymptotic boundary condi
tions (3) one arrives at the following nonlinear ODE 

>.u + w 2 + (JuH + u{{H = 0, ). = 1 2 _ c2 . (4) 

Models, simila r to equa tion (4) can also be obtained for the moving-frame solu
tion of the Fifth-Order Korteweg-de Vries equation (see [13, 5, 15]) 

As shown first by Kawahara [13] , the dispersion rela tion for eq.(4) reads 

11:4 + (3~~:2 +). = 0 ' i.e., 
1 

11:2 = 2(-(J± Jf32 - 4>.). (5) 

Equation (5) shows that the classification of the stationary solutions should be based 
on criteria which define the asymptotic behavior of the ta ils. These criteria depend 
on the values of >. and (J . Before proceeding to the description of the numerica l 
method we mention that scaling the independent variable does not change the nature 
of the boundary value problem in £ 2. Then upon introducing t, = (77 we render the 
above problem to the following boundary value problem 

2 (J <5 - 0 >.u + cu + (2u~,l + (,4 u,~~·~~ - ' l: u 2
(ry)dry < +oo , (6) 

where the primes stand for differentia tion with respect to ry. The additional pa ram
eter (, is crucia l for the optimization of the method. It 's introduction a llows one to 
bring in concert the typical length scales of the employed system of fun ctions and 
t he length-scale of the support of the sought localized solu t ion. 
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3. The Complete Orthonormal (CON) system. The system 

1 (ix - 1)" 
Pn= '-( . ) 1 , n=0, 1,2, .. . 

y1f tx+1n+ 
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(7) 

was introduced by Wiener [14] for the purposes of time-series analys is. The sig
nificance of (7) for nonlinear problems was demonstrated in [8], where the product 
formula was derived 

Pn+k- Pn- k 
PnPk = 2.fii (8) 

and the two real-valued subsequences of odd functions S,. and even functions Cn 
were introduced, namely 

S ~ Pn + P- n- 1 
n - i-/2 

Pn - P-n- 1 
Cn = .j2 (9) 

Using (8) one easily shows that the products of members of the real-valued se
quences are expanded in series with respect to the sys tem as follows (see, [8]): 

c .. ck 1 
2 f2=tr [ Cn+k+l - Cn+ k - Cn - k + C ] VL:rr n - k - 1 (10) 

1 

2 '2=1f 
[ Cn+k+ I - Cn+k + C k - C ] V.G7f n - n - k - 1 s .. sk (11) 

1 
2 f2=tr [-Sn+k+l + Sn+k + Sn - k- S ] VL.TI n - k - 1 . (12) s .. ck 

Generalizat ion of these product formulas to the case of triple products can be 
found in [7] . 

For the second and fourth derivat i ve~ of the bas is fun ctions one has (see [8, 9]) 

C" n 

Xm,n 

c::~~ 

w111. ,n 

00 00 

L Xm,n.Cm, S ll - "" s n- ~ Xm,n m., where 
771 = 0 m = O 

(n + 1)(n + 2) n(n - 1) r + 2<5 
1 

_ <5m ,n+2 - -- Um n - 2 n m,n- 4 4 ' 

n2 + (2n + 1)
2 

+ (n + 1)
2 

<5m,n + (n + 1)2<5m,n+ l ' 
4 

00 

L Wm,nCm, 
nt= O 

00 

S ill/ "" s n == L..., w,n,n nl , where 
m.=O 

n(n- 1) (n - 2)(n- 3) <5 n(n- 1)2 (n- 2) 
lG m,n - 4 - 2 Jm,n - 3 

n(n - 1)(7n2
- 7n + 4) <5 n 2 (7n2 + 5) 

4 
m,n - 2 -

2 
bm,n-1 

35n4 + 70n3 + 85n2 + 50n + 12 r 
+ 8 Um,n 

(n + 1)2 [7(n + 1)2 + 5] <5 (n + 1)(n + 2) 2(n + 3) <5 
- 2 m,n+l - '2 m,n+3 

(n + 1)(n + 2)[7(n + 1)2 + 7(n + 1) + 4] r 
+ 

4 
Um,n+2 

(n + l)(n + 2)(n + 3)(n + 4) <5 
+ 16 m,n+ 4 · 

(13) 

(14) 
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4. Algebraic system for the coefficients. T he problem admits even functions 
as solutions a nd hence we develop the sought solution u into series with respect to 
the subsequence of functions C,. only, namely 

00 

u (r1) = L a,.C,. (1J) . (1 5) 
n = O 

Then 
00 00 00 00 

u"(r7) L L a,x,,,.Cn(rJ) , u'"'(rJ) = L L a, w,,,.C,.(rl) , (16) 
ru = O u = O nt= O n = O 

00 00 00 

u2(1J) L L Lam1 am 2 f3nt 1 m2 ,uCn{7J), where (17) 
7H t =0 rn 2 = 0 n = O 

1 
f3nk,m - ,-::(- 6,.,n+k+ I + 6m,n+k + 6,.,1n- kl - sgn( ln- kl - ~ )6 [I · •. 

1
_.!.

1
] 

2v 2tr m , 7_.,; 2 

Introducing (15) , (16), a nd (17) into (6) and combining the terms wi t h the like 
orthonogal functions Cn , we obtain the following infini te nonlinea r a lgebra ic system 
for the unknown coefficients a,. : 

00 [6 {3 ] 00 00 L ('lw"'·" + (i"Xm,n + A6m,n a, - a L L a, ,a,,,f3m,m, n = 0 
rn = O tn 1 = 0Tit2= 0 

(1 8) 

In the numerical calcula tions, a truncated ve rs ion of the above sys tem is used where 
the infini ty is replaced by N. 

5. Algorithm. In order to avo id t he ~ ri v i al solu t ion we consider the re-scaled vec
tor of unknowns a; = aii; (where a is un known parameter) and impose a cond it ion 
on the first coefficient , say ii0 = - 1, which makes t he system for coeffi cients over
posed . In order to avoid t his problem the equat ion for ii0 should not be used 
a longside with t he rest of the a lgebra ic equations when solving them for ii;. Ra ther , 
it becomes a n equation for determina tion of a, namely 

N N 1[ ~ N ~ {3 6 ] a = {j Aao - L am ( ( 2 Xm ,o + ('lwm,o) dcr ""' ""' ~ ~ {3 {) = f L L Um 1 a m 2 "l 1m 2 ,o · 
nt = O n1 1 = 0 111 2 = 0 

The nonlinear system is solved by means of semi~implic it itera tive scheme. When 
the nonlinear term is evaluated the coefficients are treated as known quantities from 
the previous iterat ion, namely ii?, a " and then the linear system with pentadiagona l 
matrix is solved for the "new" itera tion designated by a; , a: 

N 6 {3 - n N N ~ n ~ n L [('lwm,n + ( 2 Xm ,n + ~m,n]a,.- fa L L am, am,f3m, m, ,k = 0 , 
Tn = l n t 1 = 0 nt 2 = 0 

(1 9) 

N N 
_ 1 [ ~ n N ~ n {3 6 ] 
a = {j Aao- L a,( ( 2 Xm ,o + ('!Wm,o) .a ""' ""' ~ n ~ " {3 v = f L L a,n,anl2 fi LJfll2, 0 . 

nt= O THt = O H l 2 = 0 

(20) 

In order to control the rate of convergence and to avoid divergence when the 
process is s ta rted from a very rough initia l approx imation, a relaxa tion is applied 
accord ing to the ubiqui tous formulas 

a;l+l = wai + (1 - w)a?' a n+ I = wa + a" (1 - w), O <w < l. 
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6. Numerical R esults for the Stationary s hapes. As has already been men
tioned the presence of higher-order derivati ves makes t he phenomenology of t he 
model richer. In pa rt icula r , the localized solu t ions form two distinct classes with 
different asymptotic behavior of the shape a t infini ty. One of the classes consists of 
the ubiquitous monotone sech-like shapes while t he second comprise shapes whose 
behavior at infinity is of a damped oscilla tion (called Kawahara solitons). 

One of the main purposes of the present work is to examine the perform ance of 
the proposed Fourier-Galcrkin technique for t he case of non-monotone sha pes. In 
order to reduce the dimension of the pa rametric space and to make the inves tigation 
more focused we set 1 = 1 and {3 = - 1. 

6.1. Monotone Shapes. As shown in [1 2] t he monotone sha pes a ppear for {3 < 
-2J>. wi t h A > 0. For example, if {3 = - 1, the condit ion for hav ing 1nonotone tails 

is c > J1 - ;\- {32 ~ 0.866.0254. For this case, an a na lytica l solu t ion is available for 

one pa rticula r value of the phase speed , namely 

_ tos f3 2 
4 ( ~ R) 

UanW - 169 2a scch 2 V 13 , lei = V/2 -
1
3
6

6

9
{32 ~ 0.88712 . 
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FI GU RE 1. Dependence of Ia, I on n for t he monotone case as com
puted with ( = 1 and N = 70. +: ( = 1, N = G9; x : ( = 4, 
N = 29. Solid line: a,. = 0.085ex p [- 0 .127n]. Dashed line a,. = 
0.08 exp [ - 0.44n] . 

(2 1) 

The analytica l solution (21) allows us to examine the practica l issues of the 
spectra l approximation under consideration , e .g ., the speed of convergence and the 
truncation error . The first problem we a ttack is calcula ting the monotone solita ry
wave sha pe for c = 0.88712. The resul t obtained is in very good quant ita tive 
agreement wi th the analyti cal solu t ion (2 1). 1n Figure 1 we show the dependence of 
the absolute value of a coeffi cient on its number n . T he decay is clearly exponentia l 
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with n which is readily verified analytically for a solution of type (21). One sees 
that the convergence of the series (rate of decay of Ia, I = e-'"') is exponential. The 
best-fit approximation gives for the exponent the value n, = - 0.127. 

Now we are able to show the utili ty of the scale factor (. The idea is that for 
adequately selected ( the support of the sought local ized solution can be brought 
in concordance with the typical length scale of the employed CON system. Indeed, 
testing different scales ( showed that there is a sign ificant impact of the la tter on 
the way the algorithm performs. In the same Figure 1 we present la,(n)l also for 
( = 4. The difference is dramatical. The best fit for the exponent of the decay of the 
coefficients with n is now n, = - 0.44 which means that the exponential convergence 
is 3.5 faster for ( = 4 in comparison with ( = 4. 

Apart from the rate of convergence, the next most important characteristics of 
a spectral method is the t runcation error. It allows one to estimate the accuracy 
with which the solution is obtained as a function of x. When an analytical reference 
solution is available (which is the case of monotone shapes) then the truncation error 
is calculated as the difference between the spectral solution a nd the analytical one 
at each spatial position x. When an analytical solu tion is not available one has to 
calculate the solution with very large number of terms and to use these calculations 
as a reference (see, Subsection 6.2). 

5.---.---.. ---.---.----.---,----.---.----.---, 
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F IGURE 2. Pointwise truncation error for monotone shapes with 
different scaling factors. Solid line: 104e(x) for ( = 4, N = 29. 
Dashed line: 107e(x) for ( = 1, N = 69 

In Figure 2 we present the pointwise truncation error for the case ( = 1 (dashed 
line) and ( = 4 (solid line). One sees that in the first case the error is of order 
of 10- 4 . This outl ines the accuracy of the truncated solution with N = 39. For 
better accuracy one is to usc twice as many terms. Dut t hen a nother shortcoming 
arises connected with the accumulation of round-off error when the fun ction u(17) is 
evaluated from the series (15), i.e., managing to keep the total number N + 1 of terms 
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smaller is a valid objective when developing the spectral technique. This means that 
finding the optimal ( has not only theoretical significance, but a profound impact on 
the practical results as well. The pointwise truncation error for ( = 4 (as presented 
in the Figure by the solid line) is of three orders of magnitudes smaller than the 
error for ( = 1. So that, one sees indeed that the proper choice of ( is of crucia l 
importance for t he overall accuracy and the practical efficiency of the method . 

6.2. Damped Oscillatory Shapes (Kawahara solitons) . For -2.J>. :S f3 :S 
2../)., damped oscillatory shapes appear. For f3 > 0 (say f3 = 1) and >. 2 if32 the 
wave number k from (5) is a complex number, k = kr ± ik;. Then the asymptotic 
behaviour of the solution at infinity is 

u = sin(k;x + d)e- k,x. 

which means tha t the localized solutions are damped spatial oscillations. 
This class of subcritical waves were first discovered by Kawahara numerically in 

the Fifth-order KdV equation. In Figure 3 the Kawahara soli tons arc depicted for 
different values of c. For reasonably small c the damped sha pes arc well localized 
(the support of the solution is rather small) and the developed here a lgorithm is 
very efficient for their calculation for wide variety of scale factors. T he assessment 
of the truncation error and other issues of the approximat ion a re addressed in a 
manner similar to the case of monotone shapes. 

For l/32 
- 41>-11 « 1 (or which is the same, 41>.1 = {3 2 + e:2 ) the behavior of t he 

solu t ion changes drastically in the sense t hat it is no longer well localized a nd now 
the support L becomes rather large according to the following formula 

K, = ±J -{3 ± ie: 
2 ' ==> 

€ 

kr ~ 2.j2/J ' ==> L ~e: - 1 » 1. 

In the case of moderate lengths of the support L , the scaling parameter,(, served 
merely to optimize the method , to make the convergence faster. In the case of long
length support, the solution cannot be obtained without tuning( . We demonstrate 
here the specifics of the technique for this extremely hard case. This way we outline 
the limits of applicability of the method . The dependence of the solu t ion on the 
scaling parameter , (, is demonstrated in Figure 4. 

It is seen that for smaller ( ::; 2 the full complexity of the tails cannot be resolved 
and this in its turn affects even the calculated magnitude of the soliton in the center 
of coordinate system. The number of accurately resolved osci llations in the tails of 
the soli tary wave increases with increasing(. ( = 32 a llows a full resolu t ion of the 
energy containing part of the wave. One sees that increasing ( twice (from 16 to 32) 
has a very small quantitative impact on the solution in its energy containing part. 
Obviously, there is convergence with respect to ( to the solution of the problem. 
This result is cent ral to the present work and shows that the selected CON system 
of functions is a very effective basis function not only in the case of solutions of 
monotone shapes, but also for solu t ions with decaying oscillatory tails which are 
encountered for equations containing higher than the second deriva tives. 

Turning to the problem of truncation error we mention that for the case of 
damped oscillatory shapes, an analytical solution does not exist. Hence we calculate 
the solution using 140 terms (N = 139) terms in the series and consider this solu t ion 
in lieu of a n a nalytical one. Then the error function is defined as the difference 
between the above "more accurate" spectral solution and t.he spectral solution with 
the current number of terms. 
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Once again we focus on the hardest case of poorly localized damped oscillatory 
shapes for c = 0.8G. We take for the scaling parameter the above selected va lue ( = 
32 which takes care of the problem of poor localization . The pointwise t runcation 
error for this case is presented in Figure 5. The error for N = 39 is of order of 
w- 2 while for N = 69 it is of order of 10- 4 . T his means tha t provided that the 
proper scale factor ( is found, the solu t ion is ra ther robust with respect to the total 
number of te rms in the truncated series. 

Conclus ions . In the present paper a Fourier-Galerkin spectral technique is devel
oped for calcula ting localized solutions of nonlinear equations conta ining fourth
order derivatives . As a basis is used the complete orthonormal (CON) system 
previously proposed in the authors works. A scaling parameter is int roduced which 
a llows a fine- tuning a nd optimization of the technique proposed. 

A typical phys ical example where the higher-order derivatives a re important is 
the equation to which are reduced t he Sixth-Order Generalized Boussinesq Equat ion 
a nd/or Fifth-Order I<orteweg-de Vries equa tion for sta tionary propagating localized 
solution arc sought . The localized solutions of this problem a rc known to form 
two dist inct classes: monotone (sech-like) sha pes and damped oscilla tory sha pes 
(Kawahara soli tons). 

Iterative algorithm is devised for solving the truncated version of the algebraic 
sys tem for the coefficients of the Galerkin series. Numerical experiments with dif
ferent number of terms arc conducted for different values of the scaling parameter. 
T hese experiments esta blish the practical convergence of the method and indicate an 
exponent ial decay of the coefficients wi th the increase of their number (exponential 
convergence). 
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The global truncation error is assessed via comparison to a n analytical soliton 
solution for the monotone sha pes. Since an analytical solution is not available for 
the damped oscilla tory shapes, a solution with larger number of terms (say 70) is 
used as a reference. It turns out that the truncation error can be reduced to 10- 6 

in both cases with number of terms as little as 30. For the extreme case of poorly 
localized damped oscillatory shapes, a number of 140 terms is needed to achieve 
reliable approximation. A practical approximation can be obtained even with as 
little as 10-15 terms in the trunca ted series. This demonstra tes the efficiency of 
the proposed technique both for monotone shapes a nd for shapes with decaying 
oscillatory shapes. The latter is of importance for the future application of the 
CON system used in the present work. 
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Abstrac t. T his paper is concern ed with dispersion of passive tracers, such as small 
pollutants, in random veloci ty fields with obstacles or islands. Numerical schemes of 
finite clements are developed to solve for tim e-dependent probability density func
tions of the distribution of passive tracers, which are described by Fokker- Planck 
type parti al differential equat ions. Application to a cell ular flow is presented. 

1. Introduction. Stochastic dynamical systems arise as models for fluid particle 
motion in geophysical flows with random velocity fields. It is essent ial to understand 
fluid particle dynamics in many fluid systems. 

Random flows depend on t ime randomly and may be rega rded as "extremely" 
non-autonomous systems. The randomness may be due to molecular diffusion, or 
due to random forcing, or due to our lack of ability to model very small scales 
of the governing geophysical models. When we are unable to model very small 
scales in the flows, it is devised to use stochas tics processes such as white noise to 
model unresolved scales. Fluid particle motion in random flows has been studied 
by geophysical scientists , e.g. [14], [10], [8], [12]. 

The dispersion of passive tracers occurs in various geophysical and environmental 
systems, such as discharge of pollutants into coastal seas or rivers, and temperature 
or salini ty evolution in oceans. For the benefit of better environment , it is important 
to understand the dynamics of such passive tracers. 

The Lagrangian view of fluid motion is particularly importa nt in geophysical 
flows since only Lagrangia n data can be obtained in many situations [7] [11] . 

We consider fluid particle motion in a random velocity field 

:i; 

iJ 
f (x, y , t) + a(x, y)w1, 

g( x, y , t) + u(x, y)w2 , 

(1) 

(2) 

where w1(t),w2(t) are two real scalar independent Wiener processes; f,g are de
terministic parts (drifts); and a(x, y)w1,u(x, y)w2 are diffusive parts of the velocity 
field. 
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